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Abstract
Automated high-throughput-imaging tools in biology may soon offer us an unprecedented insight into
microscopic connections across scales. In neuro-anatomy, identifying a synapse requires 10 nm
resolution, but neurons themselves have cm-scale connections: this makes measuring the brain
connectome a “zettabyte” problem. Serial electron microscopy has the required resolution, but only
recently have techniques emerged that can take this technique to scale – the complete mouse brain
connectome is now within reach as a multi-year project. X-ray imaging will be revolutionized by 4 th
generation synchrotron sources that within five years will have enough flux for whole-brain imaging at
the nanoscale. The data rates – many petabytes per day – are within range of next generation highperformance computing pipelines providing algorithms keep pace with hardware. The focus of this
talk will be emerging applications in neuroanatomy, but the techniques themselves should have wide
employability. But a concerted effort in technology, tools, analysis, and theory is needed to make
them functional.
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